
FINE ART CONSULTING

es-sence: the art of existence

We specialize in creating harmonious and cohesive 
environments by enhancing spaces with fine art. 

www.essencearts.net



Manifesting your vision
Our methodology is a duality, sophisticated and instinctual. Art 
has to resonate. Our process initiates with a deep dive into our 
client, not simply the space. We synthesize functional components 
and aesthetics with energetic resonance. We vision board, 
establishing intention and clarity. We manifest your vision.

Current architectural styles often disregard the effect of sound 
reverberation and mood created by hard surface materials. Modern 
interiors can be cold and noisy - both visually and aurally. Art can 
transform a space with hard lines and surfaces to an intimate 
environment with natural colors, texture and warmth. 

We facilitate the project from the initial vision to delivery and 
installation. We monitor progress and facilitate modifications. We 
work extensively to compliment the existing architecture and design 
elements, respecting your budget and functional requirements in 
our process. We collaborate with you to create an expansive vision 
for your space. We are out of the box. 

“I honestly have never seen a surface that speaks in such a way. It 
somehow taps at a place in you that has been lost to the modern 
world. It is not uncommon for the natural world to elicit that 
response, but unusual for an object or fabric to have that effect.”
—MICHAEL BUCKLEY, WIEDEN+KENNEDY “THE NEST”



“The aim of art is to represent not the outward 
appearance of things, but their inward significance.”
 —ARISTOTLE 
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We specialize in incorporating elements of 
nature in our designs. We integrate natural 
patterns, textures, colors and shapes to 
inspire and illuminate a space. 

We create elemental balance and symmetry
in our designs. We integrate art that is 
a celebration of the duality and depth of 
the natural world. Nature simultaneously 
grounds us and elevates us. Art honoring 
nature has an elemental harmony.

“Look deep into nature, and then you will 
understand everything better.”
—ALBERT EINSTEIN

Nature as inspiration

Vision to form - the process
We have the experience and industry 
background to create your inspired design 
concept. We incorporate technology to 
envision the art in the space. We collaborate 
with you on design criteria and energetics. 
Sound abatement and mood are both real 
objectives that art has a solution for. 

We have an expansive and cohesive fine
art portfolio. We offer a platform to promote 
artists. We network with talented artists that 
we resonate with. Our commission is paid 
by the artists that we employ.



TRANSCEND: to rise above 

We believe that art is a transcendent 
medium, for the artist and the audience. Art 
employs the ultimate motivation, inspiration. 

We are offering art to youth in the educational 
system and programs that serve marginal 
populations. 

Some of the most brilliant artists had to rise 
above their experiences to create. We study 
famous artist: their techniques and method, 
culture, life circumstances and inspiration. 

“Creativity is the most important human 
resource of all.  Without creativity, there 
would be no progress, and we would be 
forever repeating the same patterns.”
— EDWARD DE BONO 

We pledge to donate 20% of our profit to 
our art program, TRANSCEND. We are 
passionate about the power of art. We design 
our curriculum and facilitate instruction.

Great artists offer alternative perspectives. Their art is designed 
to provoke and inspire us. Artists’ intention and energy is  infused 
in their art. It is consumed. We respect the subtle energetics.

Art effects us aesthetically and energetically. Art alters our 
creativity, mood and productivity. Original works of art are an 
intimate means of compelling us. Art inspires us and expands our 
perception. It has a measured effect. Art is more than a blue wall.

“Art enables us to find ourselves and lose 
ourselves at the same time.”
—THOMAS MERTON
 
 

innovation  

Art inspires innovation

“The purpose of art is washing away the dust of life off our souls.”   
—PABLO PICASSO
 

Intention can interrupt cycles of behavior. 
We are altering the paradigm. We FEEL first, 
THINK second and ultimately ACT. Our 
actions align with our intention. We are living 
consciously, in the moment, transcendent. 



Fine Art Consultant:
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